Overview of Advisory Group Kick-off Meeting
Report and Notes: 3.21.19 | Union County Heritage Museum 5:15 –
6:45 p.m.

The first phase of envisioning and planning New
Albany to the year 2040 is the phase of
“discovery”. The discovery phase allows the
consulting team the opportunity to research and
analyze the City from a statistical viewpoint and
follow-up with onsite conversations about the
future of the City. The first conversation to kick off
the planning process was held on March 21, 2019
at the Union County Heritage Museum. New
Albany had previously designated an Advisory
Group for the project and 35 of the 38 designees
attended the meeting.
The kick-off meeting was opened with a Power Point overview of the process, preliminary information
on New Albany, a review of the results of the Advisory Group Survey and two interactive exercises. Both
the Power Point presentation and results of the survey are attached. The purpose of the interactive
exercises was to give the planning team initial direction and focus as the Discovery process moved
forward. The meeting was concluded with the Advisory Group making decisions on plan branding and
the method of engaging New Albany as plan development progresses.
Interactive Exercise #1 – Planning Imperatives
In the first exercise, participants were divided
into four groups and asked to discuss what
they view as “planning imperatives” for New
Albany. More specifically, the question was
asked as shown in the image at right. After a
period of discussion, groups were asked to
report their responses. These responses are
listed below:
Group one
1.

Address lifestyle items that are attractive to young people such as downtown or smaller
scale living, interesting and unique experiences, etc. This attracts a work force and keeps
the town vibrant.
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2.
3.
4.
5.

Develop areas that are mixed use in character where you can live, work, play in close
proximity
Ensure quality education opportunities and not just in the public schools. Community
institutions play a role in this
Insuring that healthcare and healthy living are emphasized
Making sure that New Albany is a walkable community and auto travel is balanced by
pedestrian and bike opportunities

Group two
1.
2.
3.
4.

Developing and targeting retail to that which can be sustained over time. Specialty retail
and local entrepreneurship are very important
Addressing affordable housing
Diversification of industry and making sure that efforts are made to develop opportunity
in emerging enterprises like technology
Ensuring that recreational facilities and opportunities are of the high quality and well
maintained for youth development

Group three
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
Group four
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Environmental and water quality are vital
Making New Albany beautiful, curb appeal, clean-up and well-designed aesthetics with
up-to-date zoning codes
Ensuring quality and sustaining schools
Ensuring well-positioned, well-designed active and passive greenspaces
Community safety
Entertainment, recreational and food opportunities
Programs/offerings – especially for children
Public events/festivals (weekly/monthly)
The river represents a huge opportunity; taking better advantage of it.
Traffic must be addressed, especially at the hospital interchange and all four I-22 exits
(logistics for good traffic flow)
Bus/public transit
Parks upkeep/upgrades/drainage/beautification
River usage: clean/dam off for activity
Ensure enterprises and development patterns for strong revenue
Infrastructure (sewer/water)
Continuity in directional signage
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Interactive Exercise #2 – Where are the critical places?
In the second exercise, participants
were asked to discuss what they view as
the critical places, both positive and
perhaps, not positive, in the city and to
identify those places on a map. The
results are listed and illustrated below:
Group one
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Tallahatchie River –
enhancement. It is the
center hub from which both sides of town radiate. Connection to wooded areas and
park.
North and South side neighborhoods. Revitalize. Ordinances are key for owners and
renters.
Traffic and hospital interchange.
Expanding down Hwy 15N./annexing.
Make Rails to Trails (Tanglefoot), Library, Park along river, Blues Trail, Museum, Mosley
Studio, and all natural resources into a marketable community.

Group two
1.
2.
3.
4.
Group three

The river; flood control flow.
Vacant housing, unkept lots (use Redevelopment Authority?)
Park along the River – new playground.
Bring in surrounding communities. Increase tax base.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Group four

Downtown
Mixed-use development
New housing
Industrial diversification
Parks/Rec
Future lake (water use)

1.
2.
3.
4.

Shady Dale park (needs repairs)
Boys and Girls club (maintained)
Development of Crystal Plaza
Traffic by hospital
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Preferred Public Engagement
The Advisory group was presented with three alternative community engagement scenarios. These
were:
1. Planning Week
a. Team on site for a full week
b. 2 overall community meetings
c. Concepts developed and presented in the span of a week
d. Stakeholders engaged individually during the week
2. Advisory Group Led
a. Series of three to five meetings
b. Design forum occurs with Advisory Group
c. Community engaged electronically
3. Neighborhood Based Meetings
a. Three area specific meetings
b. Overall community engaged electronically
c. Concepts extracted from meeting results
d. Presented back to Advisory Group
Advantages and disadvantaged of each were discussed. The Advisory Group asked that a hybrid of
Planning week and Neighborhood Based methods be developed.
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Plan Branding
The Advisory group discussed plan branding. The planning team presented a few preliminary ideas
which were met with mixed reaction. After discussion and a review of survey results, the Advisory Group
decided by consensus that it would use the “New Albany Next” brand and that a plan logo would be
vetted with Main Street New Albany in the coming days.
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